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Every basic concept of philosophy is a window, in which philosophical questions 
do not appear singly, but "a river swarms in when the window is opened". Historical 
time is a certain basic concept of philosophy of history such as this. When philosophy 
of history is still a part of the traditional philosophy, historical time is only a 
framework when the ontological concept of time displaced into the historical contexts. 
In the process of reflection and criticism towards traditional philosophy is expressed 
by analysis philosophy and the ontological hermeneutics in the contemporary, and 
then philosophy of history has been build up an unique philosophic horizon, the 
concept of historical time should be built as the symbol that presents the 
independence of philosophy of history. And it is different from the concept of time in 
the traditional philosophy is that it can be integrated with the historical horizon. 
History always is the unique way of human existence. From the perspective of 
dimension of time, history come into the image in human culture from the dimension 
of the past. To the existence of nature world the time of the past is gone with wind, 
but to the human "dasein" the past does not pass with the things of the past. Human is 
born with a inner world, and from the respect of psychology, this inner world is a 
world of information building up by human memory; from the respect of ontology, it 
is spiritual universe. Gadamer put it into the horizon of hermeneutics, and named it 
"hermeneutic world". Traditional philosophy of history faced the reality of the 
material world, while the contemporary philosophy of history faced hermeneutic 
world. Historical time is constituted as the time of hermeneutic world. Hermeneutic 
world itself is human consciousness structure, so the necessity here is being exiled, 
and the ideal is left without being disturbed on the dimension of freedom. In the 
hermeneutic world historical time is not a reborn universe time, and it is a time of 
ideal, and make ideal coming into the open air of hermeneutic world, represent the 
profound human spirit in the complex horizon of human culture. According to this, in 
the process of constituting the concept of historical time, philosophy of history should 
turn face to the lowliness which has been ignored in the traditional philosophy of 
history. The autobiography of the lowliness now is flowered everywhere. Historical 
time is rooted deep in individual's life time, and unfold as a grand horizon of history. 
This rebuilt historical time is not any longer the lineal mode of time, it open up like a 
cross. By constructing this time mode, and opening a window of the concept of 
historical time, this treatise wants to exploring the origin of truth of poem and history. 
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    除了阐明历史时间概念之外，本论文的另一个任务是将历史时间放在时间概
念史中考察。 
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